This paper reports novel measurements of x-ray optical radiation on an absolute scale from the intense and ultra-short radiation generated in the soft x-ray regime of a free electron laser. We give a brief description of the detection principle for radiation measurements which was specifically adapted for this photon energy range. We present data characterizing the soft x-ray instrument at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) with respect to the radiant power output and transmission by using an absolute detector temporarily placed at the downstream end of the instrument. This provides an estimation of the reflectivity of all x-ray optical elements in the beamline and provides the absolute photon number per bandwidth per pulse. This parameter is important for many experiments that need to understand the trade-offs between high energy resolution and high flux, such as experiments focused on studying materials via resonant processes. Furthermore, the results are compared with the LCLS diagnostic gas detectors to test the limits of linearity, and observations are reported on radiation contamination from spontaneous undulator radiation and higher harmonic content.
Introduction
An impressive progress has been achieved in the development of powerful, next generation short-wavelength sources in the last few years, such as the self-amplified spontaneousemission (SASE) free-electron laser (FEL) [1] , enabling new investigations of photon-matter interactions on nanometer length and femtosecond time scales with ultra-high brightness. The recent advancement of this new generation of light sources has been a rapidly developing and exciting achievement for photon science. The free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH) at DESY operating in the extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) spectral range at wavelengths between 48 nm and 4.5 nm [2] was the first SASE driven FEL. The test accelerator EUV-FEL of the SPring-8 Compact SASE Source (SCSS) in Japan [3] was designed to demonstrate a compact FEL source and provides light pulses in the 51-61 nm wavelength range. The first x-ray FEL, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), was commissioned at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in the United States, and operates at wavelengths between 1.5 nm and 0.15 nm [4] , while FERMI in Trieste represents the first EUV-FEL with the so-called seeding scheme [5] . Finally, SACLA in Japan is the most recent machine to come on line and is the most compact FEL constructed to date [6] . Moreover, new X-ray FEL facilities in Europe (European XFEL), Korea (PAL-XFEL), Switzerland (SwissFEL) are currently under construction.
However, in spite of the progress in the development of these novel laser facilities, the characterization of FEL beam parameters such as the absolute photon flux, an important and fundamental quantity for many experiments, is a challenge. Existing methods such as calorimetry have been tested at an FEL before [7] , but these intercept the beam and generally lack the required pulse resolution. Since each SASE-FEL pulse has a different number of photons, an on-line intensity monitoring of each pulse is needed. Another problem is that the peak power of the highly intense and strongly pulsed FEL beam (up to tens of gigawatts) can easily saturate or even destroy commonly used solid state detectors.
Using a gas-based transmissive measurement method mitigates these limitations and has the additional advantages that the wavefront of the coherent beam is preserved and that the gas target does not degrade with time as previously observed with solid state absorbers or beam splitters. It has a larger dynamic range, and can be placed in front of or close to the sample and thus measure the number of photons per pulse directly at the sample location.
With the commissioning of the LCLS, one open question was if pulse energies could be determined reliably from bursts of x-rays that were orders of magnitude higher than those found at other FEL facilities. In addition to the hard x-ray regime, the facility also hosts the world's only FEL source of soft x-rays. These are energies in the range of about 280 eV -2 keV where spectroscopy, diffraction and imaging are used to study atomic, molecular, and optical physics [8] as well as chemistry and condensed matter [9] . Absolute detection of the photon number per pulse had previously only occurred using longer wavelength radiation [10] , and in the hard X-ray regime [11] , both with different repetition rate time structures. The question arises whether existing technology can be used to measure pulse energies under these new conditions. This paper demonstrates that high intensity, short-pulse soft x-ray bursts can be measured at a FEL facility on an absolute scale. We measure the radiant power and, hence, the full beamline transmission by using an absolute detector temporarily placed at the end of the instrument. This also provides an estimate of the photon number per bandwidth.
Background
In order to overcome the challenges associated with photon flux measurements at FEL sources, different detection techniques have been developed. At FLASH, the pulse resolved radiant power is measured on-line and non-destructively using permanently installed calibrated gas-monitor detectors (GMDs) developed in close cooperation between DESY, PTB, and Ioffe Institute [10] . The detector is based on the atomic photoionization of rare gases at low pressures and the charge detection of photo-ions and photoelectrons by Faraday cups. At LCLS, a different kind of gas detector based on the photoluminescence in nitrogen at a high pressure on the order of 1 mbar [12] is used. In order to ensure the accuracy of different detection schemes, a successful comparison was performed at SCSS between a new stand-alone upgrade of the FLASH-GMD, the so-called Transfer-GMD, and the AIST cryogenic radiometer at the wavelengths of 51 nm, 56 nm, and 61 nm, revealing that radiant power values obtained with the two different detectors agree to within 2.6%, with their combined relative standard uncertainty being 4.5% [13] . A similar comparison was recently performed at SACLA in the hard X-ray regime [11] . The Transfer-GMD was brought to LCLS as part of the initial commissioning [14] of the Soft X-ray Materials Studies (SXR) instrument [9] at the LCLS [4] , an instrument which delivers coherent [15] soft x-ray radiation, via a monochromator [16] , a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) focusing mirror system [17] , and a suite of timing diagnostics [18] for precise pulse arrival. Figure 1 depicts a scheme of the Transfer-GMD. As in the previous version of the GMD operated in the EUV range [10] , ions and electrons created by the photoionization of a target gas at a low pressure of 10 −2 Pa to 10 −4 Pa are separated and extracted from the interaction volume by a homogeneous static electric field. The extraction field of a few kV is high enough to ensure the complete collection of the ions created in the interaction volume and their detection is by a simple metal electrode (Faraday cup) in order to guarantee a linear signal response. A Faraday cup is a metal conductor designed in a particular shape to capture charged particles in vacuum, where the final current measurement can be used to determine the number of ions hitting the cup. Furthermore, a fraction of ions pass through a slit in this Faraday cup in the upgraded version of the GMD, and may alternatively be detected by an open electron multiplier with an amplification factor of up to 10 6 . This feature makes the device sufficiently sensitive for the soft X-ray regime as well, where the atomic photoionization cross-sections are orders of magnitude smaller than in the EUV spectral range. The open multiplier for the ions can also be used to measure the ions' time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum and thus to distinguish different ion charge states. These spectra provide insight into the spectral purity of FEL radiation as well as yield information about the mean ion charge. The latter is necessary to determine the photon flux. The measurements can be performed in a pulse-resolved mode and in addition, the GMD provides a slowly averaging ion-current from the Faraday cup with a time constant of up to 30 s, which is not affected by any time structure of the radiation.
Theory
The number of photons N photon passing through the detector is determined by the number of detected ions N ion by:
is the quantum efficiency at the photon energy ω  which is proportional to the total photoionization cross section σ ( ) ω  . The length z is the distance along the photon beam accepted by the respective ion detector, η is the ion detection efficiency, n is the density of target gas atoms, and K amp is the amplification factor of the respective ion detector which is equal to unity for the Faraday cup. The gas atomic density is obtained according to the equation n = p/k B T, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, p is the gas pressure determined using a calibrated spinning rotor gauge, and T is the temperature measured by a calibrated Pt100 resistance thermometer. The number N ion is determined through the charge Q accumulated by the respective particle detector with N particle = Q/eq ( ) ω  , where e is the elementary charge and q ( ) ω  is the ion mean charge which can be deduced from the measured ion TOF spectrum or in some cases (for photon energies up to 1200 eV) taken from the literature [19, 20] . Since the total photoionization cross sections are well known from the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , the product z η ⋅ is the only factor that is determined by calibration.
Experimental
The GMD was calibrated in the ion-current mode at the PTB laboratory at the Metrology Light Source (MLS) by using dispersed synchrotron radiation in the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) spectral range at intensities of a few microwatts. For the absolute photon flux measurements, a semiconductor photodiode calibrated with a cryogenic radiometer was used as a secondary standard source of calibration [28] . Figure 2 shows the measured quantum efficiency for the slow ion-current signal of the GMD, operated with xenon as the target gas, in the photon energy range from 14 eV to 31 eV. The data is normalized to the atomic particle density. Since the dependence on the photon energy ( ) ω  of the normalized quantum efficiency of the detector is dominated by the total photoionization cross sections, the latter values taken from previous work [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] have been used to extrapolate the measured data from 14 eV to X-rays (~13 keV) for neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), and xenon (Xe) as the target gas. Gaps in the calibration curves indicate spectral regions where the extrapolation is complicated by the presence of auto-ionization resonances and thresholds. The overall relative standard uncertainty for the calibration curves is below 6% (see section 5.3). 
Results
Pulse intensity measurements were carried out in the photon energy range between 540 eV and 2000 eV using FEL radiation at the SXR beamline [9] of the LCLS. The photon pulse repetition rate was 60 Hz. The LCLS has two gas detectors for monitoring the pulse energy placed upstream and downstream of the FEL beam attenuator in the front end enclosure (FEE) [12] . The SXR beamline has seven x-ray optical elements along the instrument downstream of the LCLS gas detectors. All optical elements have been coated with a special B 4 C layer applied to silicon substrates to handle the large pulse energies [29] . The detection efficiency of the LCLS detectors was estimated by a method based on the measured energy loss of the electrons passing through the undulator. After absolute scale calibration, the Transfer-GMD was placed at the beamline endstation position downstream of all optical elements, including the K-B focusing mirrors. Hence, by comparing radiant power measured by all three detectors, both the beamline transmission as well as the linearity of the detectors could be obtained.
The Transfer-GMD was operated using Kr and Xe as target gases. In order to check both the purity of the gases as well as the quality of the detector vacuum, a series of ion time-offlight (TOF) spectra averaged over 1000 photon pulses was measured at different photon energies. As an example, Fig. 3 shows spectra of Kr and Xe taken at a photon energy of 800 eV. In both cases a clear progression of the rare gas ion charge states can be seen with only a minute peak due to hydrogen indicating very clean gas and vacuum conditions. 
Spectral purity
The TOF spectra can also be used as a diagnostic tool to investigate the spectral purity of the FEL radiation. Higher harmonic content of the FEL fundamental energy is usually present at about a few percent, in addition to potential spontaneous undulator radiation, which can contribute to excess radiation measured with the GMD. For this purpose, the ratios of the partial photoionization cross sections for different charged ions and the ion mean charges were deduced from the TOF spectra and compared with those known from the literature. The individual ion peaks have been integrated and corrected with respect to the charge dependence of the multiplier detection efficiency. The latter was assumed to be proportional to the ion impact velocity [30] [31] [32] . Table 1 shows some ratios of partial cross sections for different ionic charge states and ion mean charge measured at photon energies of 800 eV and 1200 eV. For these types of measurements, the beamline monochromator was set to zero-order mode [33] , defined here as the reflection from the un-ruled portion of the monochromator grating. The data were obtained while the LCLS attenuator was filled with nitrogen with a transmission of about 20%. Good agreement between the present data and the literature, especially for the ion mean charges, clearly demonstrates that the GMD signals were not significantly affected by either FEL higher order components or spontaneous undulator radiation. Nevertheless, an attenuator can absorb not only the fundamental, but also the spontaneous undulator radiation depending on the spectral range, reducing the contribution of the latter to the GMD signal. In order to understand this we performed measurements of the ratios and the mean charge as a function of the pressure (or transmission) in the attenuator. This is exemplified in Fig. 4 for a data set on Xe at different attenuator transmissions. The ratios and the mean charge remained constant within 2% to 10% which is close to the measurement uncertainties. Therefore, we can conclude that the photon flux measured with the GMD is not substantially affected by any additional radiation from photon energies different than that of the fundamental. Fig. 4 . Ratios of partial cross-sections for different charge states and the ion mean charge of Xe as a function of the attenuator transmission at a photon energy of 1200 eV. The negligible slope demonstrates the spectral purity and lack of contamination from higher harmonics and spontaneous optical radiation from the undulator.
Linearity
The comparison of the average radiant power over many shots is measured by both the LCLS detectors and the Transfer-GMD for different photon intensities and can be used to evaluate the linearity of the LCLS detectors. Figure 5(a) shows an averaged pulse energy obtained by the LCLS detector as a function of those measured by the GMD. Since the latter has been calibrated on an absolute scale and was obtained by measuring the ion current from the Faraday cup, the signal from the GMD is assumed to be linear with intensity. Under this assumption, any deviation between the two data sets at high pulse energies indicates a nonlinear behavior of the LCLS detector. From the correlation plot it can be seen that the LCLS detector remained linear up to pulse energies of about ~1.75 mJ. For the SASE mode of the LCLS, the majority of experiments operate in this range. In Fig. 5(b) , the relationship of the transmission of the gas attenuator to the GMD signal is shown to be linear over the whole range up to the measured value of 0.8 mJ, confirming the low pulse energy linearity of the relative monitors. The GMD calibration allows for a monotonic correction to the LCLS gas detector signal, in order to obtain a calibrated absolute flux. 
Soft X-ray transmission
As noted above, the GMD has been calibrated absolutely in the VUV spectral range with Xe as a target gas, and published photoionization cross sections of rare gases have been used to extrapolate the calibration to a higher photon energy range. In the spectral range of the present investigation, the cross section of Xe and Kr differ by an order of magnitude. In order to validate our measurements, we determined pulse energies with both Xe and Kr used as the target gas for the GMD. As an example, Table 2 depicts the average pulse energy at a photon energy of 800 eV measured by the GMD in the current mode with different target gases. The attenuator setting was 20% and the zero-order radiation from the monochromator was utilized. Both target gases yield the same values within the uncertainty of the measurement. This close agreement validates our measurement methodology. Furthermore, the values of the two different target gases could also be compared with the pulse energy measured by the LCLS detector located upstream of the attenuator. This enabled us to determine the SXR instrument transmission of about 22%. The relative standard uncertainty of the determined pulse energy is 6% which is obtained by a standard error propagation of products in Eq. (1) and is due to the uncertainties of the following quantities: the product z η ⋅ at 3.4%, the pressure measurement at 1.5%, the temperature measurement at 1%, the photoionization cross sections at 2.5%, the mean charge at 2%, and the ion current measurement at 3%. The uncertainty of the transmission values combines the uncertainty of the pulse energy measured by the GMD and the statistical fluctuation of the signal taken from the LCLS detector. A good agreement between the values given in Table 1 confirms the reliability of the photon flux measurements performed by the Transfer-GMD. Moreover, single-shot ablation thresholds of selected high-Z high-density materials [17] , which strongly absorb the LCLS radiation, were determined by means of LCLS pulse energy distributions. Other threshold values [34] obtained during the commissioning validated the Transfer-GMD measurements as well. Figure 6 shows the transmission of the SXR instrument for different photon energies, summarizing the comparison of the FEL average pulse energy measured by the Transfer-GMD and the LCLS gas detectors. The values are obtained by averaging measurements performed with different target gases in the GMD as well as different attenuator transmissions varying from 1% to 100%. The measured transmittance for the 0th order appears to be consistently lower than the estimated values, by between 10 and 15%. Expected values are shown (grey lines) and are based on calculations using measured reflectivities and diffraction efficiencies for each of the seven boron carbide-coated elements in the beam path, i.e: three mirrors and one grating in the SXR beamline and three additional mirrors upstream of the beamline in the FEE [35] . We have used the calculated values (grey line) for the zeroth order numbers to show the agreement on the trend of the data with energy, but have scaled it down to make interpolation between energies easier. The first order trend (grey line) shows the exact calculated values for the 100 l/mm grating without scaling. The 800 eV agrees very well, and the 1200 eV is roughly a factor of two lower than expected. Unfortunately, the two first order data points were all that was allowed by the time constraints of the experiment. To understand more carefully the trend of the first order data, a follow-up paper will detail both the 100 l/mm and 200 l/mm gratings over the full energy spectrum. The origin of the discrepancies in the zero order measurements observed in Fig. 6 might be due to a steering misalignment of the FEL beam, lower than expected reflectivity for some of the mirrors due to aging effects, or to a non-linearity from the LCLS detectors. Also the calibration of the LCLS detectors based on the 'electron energy loss' method provides only an upper limit of the photon pulse energy, resulting in a lower limit for the beamline transmission. 
Photon radiation energy resolution
Finally, another important metric was obtained using the Transfer-GMD device: to precisely measure the photon pulse energy as a function of the photon bandwidth. This information is vital to the operation of FEL experiments, especially in materials studies, as it displays the trade-offs between photons delivered to a given experiment and the bandwidth of those soft xray photons. The photon flux versus bandwidth relationship was obtained by measuring the pulse energy as a function of exit slit opening of the SXR monochromator. Figure 7 shows the percentage of photons that reach the sample as a function of photon bandwidth using the Transfer-GMD. The FEE gas detector was used to calibrate the initial photon number for 540 eV radiation, shown with blue data points. The black lines are the calculated percentage of photons for 800 eV (dashed) and 1500 eV (dotted), respectively, using the known bandwidth change with energy of the FEL, the grating efficiency [29] , and the measured dispersion of the grating [16] . Note that this energy calculation includes the estimated losses along the accelerator due to the much longer wavelengths used than what the LCLS was originally designed to provide for the lowest energies over the soft x-ray range. Fig. 7 . The percentage of photons transmitted to the sample through the monochromator at the SXR instrument for the 100 l/mm grating as a function of bandwidth. The blue data points are for measured data at 540 eV. The black dashed and dotted lines are calculated from the data for 800 eV and 1500 eV, respectively.
Summary
In conclusion, we successfully performed novel radiation measurements of the FEL pulse energy in the soft x-ray regime at the Linac Coherent Light Source on an absolute scale. These measurements clearly demonstrate that the GMD signals are not affected by higher harmonics or spontaneous undulator radiation, which has a broad spectral distribution ranging from the VUV to the hard x-ray regime. Thus, gas detectors based on atomic photoionization are well suited for photon diagnostics at the existing or upcoming large x-ray laser facilities like LCLS, Spring-8, and the European XFEL. The comparative measurements with the LCLS gas detectors were performed and allowed us to determine their linearity and in addition, the full SXR instrument transmission through multiple x-ray optical elements. These experimental transmission values range from 10% to 34%. We also measured pulse energies as a function of photon bandwidth by recording transmission through the exit slit of the monochromator. This allows the relationship between photon number and energy resolution to be accurately determined, an important metric for future FEL experiments that use monochromatic radiation in the soft x-ray range.
